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THE PAST 

In the 1990s, Central Banks converged on a 
new consensus. This had two pillars: political 
independence and inflation targeting. Together, 
these allowed for a new era of price stability, 
christened “the great moderation” by Ben 
Bernanke at the time.  

Central bank independence aimed to protect 
monetary policy from the political bias of the 
election cycle, allowing for a more long-term 
policy orientation. The role of the central bank 

was to guide the economy towards its natural 
equilibrium by manipulating interest rates. 
These rates set by central banks were assumed 
to feed through to market rates, which reduced 
the excess spending - thereby bringing inflation 
back to target. For a time this appeared to work 
and the turmoil of the 1970s and 80s that 
followed the collapse of the “Bretton Woods” 
system of fixed exchange rates was left behind.  

Key Issues 

 

• The trade-off between democratic 

accountability and effectiveness of 

monetary policy: If central banks are 

independent, they should be independent on 

two fronts, from the state and the financial 

class. 

• Geopolitical issues: If the Chinese 

economy collapses, will the USA extend 

liquidity swap lines to the People’s Bank of 

China?  

• The environment: There is growing 

pressure on central banks to aid in the fight 

against climate change.  

 

Figure 1: Federal Reserve dollar lending through its swap lines 



THE PRESENT 

2008 disrupted this consensus, bringing 

about new and unconventional policy tools. As 

interest rates approached zero, and the 

relationship between policy rates and market 

rates broke down, interest rate manipulation 

alone was not enough: Central Banks needed 

new, more powerful tools. 

The first innovation was Quantitative 

Easing (QE) - which involved central banks 

purchasing assets (mostly government bonds), 

to inject liquidity into the banking system.  

With the arrival of QE the barrier 

between monetary policy (set by the central 

bank) and fiscal policy (the government budget) 

is breaking down because Central bank 

purchases of government bonds drives down 

borrowing costs for the government. This 

amounts to funding the government with newly 

created money - which undermines the logic 

behind central bank independence. This is 

especially visible in the extreme example of 

Japan - where the Bank of Japan holds 80% of 

government bonds.  

Beyond QE, a lesser known but more 

critical policy innovation came in the form of 

“liquidity swap lines”. The US Federal Reserve 

became the global liquidity provider of last 

resort, giving spectacular amounts of US dollars 

to selected central banks around the world on 

demand. As shown in figure 1, swap lines came 

into use between September 2008 and January 

2009 peaking at $586 Billion, predominantly 

going to the European central bank. The scale 

of this tool reveals the politics behind global 

central banking. With financial markets around 

the world built around the US dollar, the 

responsibility and ultimately the power to save 

the economies of the world came down to the 

Federal Reserve. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE FUTURE 

The future requires further changes in 

the way we conduct monetary policy.  

QE and liquidity swap lines revealed the 

integral and political role central banks play in 

the global system. Given the weight of their 

interventions, central banks are increasingly 

under pressure to be more democratically 

accountable.  

But the dilemma of accountability is 

difficult to solve. While it is clearly undemocratic 

for CBs to wield so much power as an 

autonomous unit within the state, the effective 

functioning of monetary policy does require a 

detachment from politics, and not just to avoid 

the myopic bias of the election cycle as the 90s 

consensus argued. Federal Reserve officials 

have retrospectively said that the use of liquidity 

swap lines, which rescued the global economy, 

would not have been possible if the House of 

Representatives had more oversight in monetary 

policy. While this shows that central bank 

independence does have some merits, Paul 

Tucker (2018) argues that if they are 

independent, they should be independent on 

two fronts - from both state political 

partisanship and the interests of the financial 

class. 

There are also wider geopolitical issues 

hanging over the future of central banking. With 

China more deeply integrated into the global 

financial system than ever before, the next crisis 

might require an extension of Federal Reserve 

liquidity swap lines into China. There are 

questions over whether this will be authorised, 

given the growing rivalry between these two 

economies (Tooze, 2018). 

Beyond financial stability, there is 

growing pressure on central banks to aid in the 

fight against climate change. A report from the 

New Economics Foundation suggests central 

banks should disclose the carbon intensive 

assets held on their balance sheets, and to 

move away from accepting these assets as 

collateral. While this may obstruct conventional 

inflation targeting, ultimately, financial stability 

and climate stability are deeply interwoven.  

 


